Issue and
Return
Notifications

Create Notification
1. Click

Select

2. Select MANAGE LOCATIONS

3. Select SERVICES

4. In the EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT table, add relevant email address/es where
notifications are to be sent (up to 183 characters - separate multiple email addresses with
a semicolon ;). Once entered, click
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Order
Status

Are you aware, that when you place an equipment order in myCHEP, you are able to track
progress, through to completion?
If you need to cancel or modify an order because your equipment needs have changed, you
can do this in myCHEP if the order is still at the 'Requested' stage. If your order has
progressed to 'Planned' and you need to modify or cancel the order, please contact CHEP
Customer Service on 13 2437 (13 CHEP) to discuss your needs or email
au.logistics@chep.com
There may be instances where an order has been given the status of 'Unsuccessful'.
This will occur if your order has not been allocated a Delivery Number in CHEP's system and
the order has expired. Should you still require your order to be fulfilled, please contact CHEP
Customer Service on 13 2437 (13 CHEP) to discuss your needs or email
au.logistics@chep.com
Requested Your order has been received.
Planned If CHEP transport is chosen, your order is pending delivery in the next 48 hours. If
Customer transport is chosen, your order is confirmed and ready for pick up, using your
transport provider.
Shipped If CHEP transport is used, your order has been dispatched by CHEP.
Pending X Not applicable for APAC X
Completed Your order has been completed.
Cancelled Your order has been cancelled.
Unsuccessful Your order has not been shipped and is now past the due date. It is in a
pending status, awaiting scheduling and will move to 'Planned' status at the earliest
opportunity.
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